NGS-Based genetic testing for heritable cardiovascular diseases. Specific requirements for obtaining informed consent.
Clinical genetic testing in cardiovascular genetic medicine has undergone rapid changes. Next generation sequencing allows simultaneous testing of all genes associated with any cardiovascular phenotype, and molecular genetic testing for multiple genes has become the standard of practice for cardiovascular medicine. While technical and clinical advantages of multigenic approaches are evident, informed consent procedures have become more complex and challenging to the physician ordering such a test, particularly due to the increased potential for unsolicited findings. Based on the EuroGentest "Guidelines for diagnostic next-generation sequencing" we here propose a set of disease-specific requirements for obtaining informed consent for NGS-based genetic testing in a cardiogenetic clinic. We can show that it is often not feasible to obtain informed consent for every detail and suggest, in such cases, to reach general consent beforehand and discuss specific implications of unsolicited findings after the test results are available.